
Legenda
Using CS

Lib Xml2

Interaction whit player

Main()
Creation of class urpg.

Creation of CS enviroment
From now all is treaded.

Parsing of all config files
$URPGDIR/urpg.conf

$HOME/.urpg/user.conf

Set event handler function,
inizliaize 3d and 2d render

Start Main Loop

Loading of AWS skins.
Using the player favorite

skin, Draw the main menù

Using CS 2d render we draw
on screen the main menù

Main Menù
New game
Load game

Create a list of all plug-in in
$URPGDIR/plugin/*

$HOME/.uprg/plugin/*
any other dir in conf files

Delete Main Menù from AWS.
Draw the wizard to create a game
and interact whit player until the 

end of the wizard.

1)Choose your favorite Character
2)Choose a nickname
3) Is an on or off line game?

Off-line                on-line

4) What plug-in inizialy load?
5) What is the max numr of bot?
6) Do you want to start in a 
     random place?
7) 'd you like a standard or an
     advanced equipment? 
8) Power of enemys (from 1 to 10)
9) Skin of menùs

Load the plug-in needed to display
the first “room”. Load the player 

character.

Begin Game.
When the player see a bot or change 

“room” we load plug-in the right plug-in
It is also possible to activate an option to 

load all plug-in from the beginning
(faster access, more ram needed)

4)What server use?
Now we contact server and we
ask if there is space for us!
If there is space we go on. 
5) we ask server what map plug-in 
    the  other players are using. 
6) we ask the server where we spawn

Load the plug-in needed to display
the first “room”. Load the player 

character.

Begin On-Line Game.
When the player see another  or change 
“room” we load plug-in the right plug-in
It is also possible to activate an option to 

load all plug-in from the beginning
(faster access, more ram needed)

For reference on how the on-line game
works see: onlinegaming.txt

Note
1)For reference on how a plug-in is 
    loaded see  “loadingplg.txt”
2)For reference on how don't confuse
   2 or more plug-in on web see
   “security.txt”
3)For details on how the on-line game
   works see “onlinegaming.txt”
4)Create whit OpenOffice draw

We create a list of all Saved
Games present in 

$HOME/.urpg/saves/

On AWS we draw a menù
and we wait for the player 
to choose a game to load.

Parse the saved game
On-line        Off-line

Parse all the 
Vars and put it 

in the right place

Pars all the vars in
saved game then he

contact the server and
he check if something

changed. 
If server give the “ok”

we can go on.


